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Yoga Arifin, (2021): An Analysis of Students’ Interest in Reading 
Comprehension at The Eleventh Grade of Senior High 
School 2 Siak Hulu 
The research investigate the students’ interest in reading comprehension at the 
eleventh grade of senior high school 2 siak hulu. There was one variable used in 
this research (students’ interest in reading comprehension). The purpose of this 
reseach was to describe how is students’ interest in reading comprehension and 
what factor influencing students’ interest in reading comprehension. The research 
was descriptive quantitative and used questionnaire as instrument for collecting 
data. The subject of the research was the eleventh MIPA 6 class which consist of 
36 students. The writer used cluster random sampling technique with the total 
sample was 30 students from the total population. The result of this research in 
students’ interest got score with average 64.88%. in indicator of individual interest 
factor, students got score with average 56.55%. In indicator of situational interest 
factor, students got score with average 73.21%. the conclusion of this research 
was on the category of high. 
 






Yoga Arifin, (2021): Analisa Minat Siswa Dalam Pemahaman Membaca 
Pada Kelas Sebelas Sekolah Menengah Atas Negeri 2 
Siak Hulu 
Penelitian ini menginvestigasi minat siswa dalam pemahaman membaca di kelas 
pada kelas sebelas Sekolah Menengah Atas Negeri 2 Siak Hulu. Ada satu variabel 
dalam penelitian ini yaitu minat siswa dalam pemahaman membaca. Tujuan 
penelitian ini adalah untuk mengetahui bagaimana minat siswa dalam memahami 
bacaan dan apa faktor yang mempengaruhi minat siswa dalam pemahaman 
membaca. Penelitian ini bersifat deskriptif kuantitatif dan menggunakan angket 
pertanyaan sebagai instrumen untuk mendapatkan data. Subyek untuk penelitian 
ini adalah kelas IX MIPA 6 yang terdiri dari 36 siswa. Penulis menggunakan 
teknik klaster dalam pengambilan sampel penelitian dengan total 30 siswa sebagai 
sampel. Hasil penelitian menunjukan sebanyak 64,88% siswa memiliki minat 
memahami bacaan, 56,55% siswa memiliki minat yang dipengaruhi oleh faktor 
diri sendiri dan 73,21% siswa memiliki minat membaca yang dipengaruhi oleh 
faktor situasi lingkungan. Kesimpulan dari penelitian ini adalah pada kategori 
tinggi. 

















   0تحليل اهتمام الطالب بالفهن القرائي في الصف الحادي عشر الثانىيت العليا (: 0202)أريفين ،  غيى
 سياك هىلىبفهن 
 
 2ٗبحث ُذا البحث فٖ اُخوبم الطالببلقزاءة فٖ الفصل ببلصف الحبدٕ عشز هي الوذرست الثبًْٗت العل٘ب 
كبى الغزض هي ُذٍ . الوقزّءٌُبك هخغ٘ز ّاحذ فٖ ُذٍ الذراست ، ُّْ اُخوبم الطالة ببلفِن . س٘بك ُْلْ
الذراست ُْ ححذٗذ هذٓ اُخوبم الطالة ببلفِن الوقزّء ّالعْاهل الخٖ حؤثز علٔ اُخوبم الطالة ببلفِن 
كبًج . ٗعخبز ُذا البحث ّصفً٘ب كوً٘ب بطب٘عخَ ّٗسخخذم االسخب٘بى كأداة للحصْل علٔ الب٘بًبث. الوقزّء
ٗسخخذم الوؤلف الخقٌ٘بث العٌقْدٗت فٖ . طبلبًب 63ٗخألف هي هْضْعبث ُذٍ الذراست ُٖ الصف الخبسع الذٕ 
٪ هي الطالة 38.66أظِزث الٌخبئج أى هب ٗصل إلٔ . طبلبًب كعٌ٘ت 63أخذ عٌ٘بث البحث هع هب هجوْعَ 
٪ هي 16.27٪ هي الطالة لذِٗن اُخوبم هخأثز ببلعْاهل الذاح٘ت ّ 53.55لذِٗن اُخوبم ببلفِن القزائٖ ، ّ 
 خبحوت ُذٍ الذراست فٖ الفئت العل٘ب. . اُخوبم ببلقزاءة ٗخأثز بعْاهل الْضع الب٘ئٖ الطالة لذِٗن
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A. Background of the Problem 
Reading interest is necessary for everyone. Teachers use different 
methods and materials to teach reading as interesting as possible. 
However, some people are not interested in reading because they do not 
have good topic for reading. Reading can be a fundamental goal that 
children must master in order to be successful in school and in life. 
According to (Woodworth, 1997) every individual always has a tendency 
to connect with their environment which he or she is able in certain ways. 
If they find an object that suitable with them, they will have interested in 
the object. If they are interested toward something, then this is the motive 
that causes them actively agree engage on it. 
Reading is centrally a comprehending process Grabe (2009, p.14). 
Reading is nothing without knowing the meaning of the text being read, 
that is why comprehension must be important in reading process. Laura 
(2004, p. 272) states that comprehension is a process in which reader 
construct meaning by interacting with text through the combination of 
prior knowledge and previous experience, information in the text, and the 
stance the reader takes in relationship to the text. 
Currently, Students get problems in constructing the meaning of 
the text, they are not able to access previous knowledge, understand 
vocabulary and concept, making interferences and linking key ideas. 
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Transkerly (2003, p.90) states that reading comprehension is dependent on 
three factors. The first is that the reader has command of the linguistic 
structure of the text, the second factor is that the reader be able to exercise 
metacognitive control over the content being read and the last, the most 
important criterion influencing comprehension is that the reader has good 
knowledge in the content and the vocabulary being presented. Nowadays. 
Students understand about linguistic structure of the text but they do not 
control their metacognitive over the content being read. they have 
difficulty in participating in learning activities. Consequently, learning 
progress too slow when compared with their peers who do not have 
trouble in reading.  
Based on Curriculum 2013, Captures the meaning and composes 
the spoken and written text, using the sorted and sequential text structures 
and the linguistic elements accurately, thanked, and Fluently According to 
preliminary research, eleventh grade students on senior high school 2 Siak 
Hulu get difficulty to reach the curriculum target, especially in reading 
comprehension. Some problems occur when they try to capture the 
meaning of the text being read even they are good in vocabulary. 
Furthermore, students on Senior High School 2 Siak Hulu are indicated 
have less motivation to understand the meaning of the text being read. As 
far as we know, they should have reading interest and grow their curiosity 
about learning before try to understand the text. How do they know to 
understand the meaning while they don’t want to read? Finally, we know 
that they just read without identify the main idea, finding factual 
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information, finding references and inferences. At last, seems like have 
low vocabulary. 
Teaching reading is complicated enough when the teacher does not 
prepare any technique. Teaching and learning activities in senior high 
school usually give the teacher chance to choose the way to teach reading. 
Teacher could decide which strategy will give big influence to the 
students in interesting reading class. the teacher often offers student to 
read some information. Sometimes, the students comfortable and 
interesting But, mistakes occur when they try to read unpleasant text. 
They found the difficulties in understanding the material because they did 
not have a good interest on it. based on preliminary research at eleventh 
grade of Senior High School 2 Siak Hulu found some students did not 
have willingness to read, they were not read in their space time, they did 
not make reading as necessity, they did not read continuously and they  
did not read with pleasure. Thus symptoms make students are not able to 
identify main idea, some students are not able to find the factual 
information, some students are not able to find references, some students 
are not able to find inferences and most of students have low vocabulary. 
Interest plays a role in decision to read, in the level of engagement with 
the text during reading, and thus also in the product the reader creates in 
term of comprehension of text and learning forms the text. 
Furthermore, to solve this problem, Researcher will be interested 
in conducted the research by the title: 
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“An Analysis of Students Interest in Reading Comprehension at The 
Eleventh Grade of Senior High School 2 Siak Hulu” 
B. The Problem 
After conducting preliminary study at eleventh grade of Senior 
High School 2 Siak Hulu, It was clear that most of students was still 
getting difficulty in reading. Especially, in term of reading 
comprehension. To make the problem of this research was clear, the 
writer has identified the problems in the following identification of the 
problem.  
 
1. Identification of the problem 
Based on the background of the problem and the phenomena that 
writer shows above. students of Senior High School 2 Siak Hulu 
encounter problem in improving reading comprehension. Even they didn’t 
use English as first or second language, but they use English as foreign 
language. The research has identified the problem as follow: 
1. How was students interest in understanding the main idea? 
2. How was students interest in finding the factual information? 
3. How was students interest in finding references? 
4. How was students interest in finding inferences? 
5. How was students interest in understanding the vocabulary? 
2. Limitation of the problem 
After identifying the problem stated above, the writer limited and 
focused the problem of his research on students’ interest and the factors 
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making students reading comprehension good or bad at eleventh grade of 
Senior High School 2 Siak Hulu. 
However, based on the teacher’s experience, we found that most 
students were not be able to understand the meaning in the reading text. 
According to Curriculum 2013 in syllable of eleventh grade states that 
students should master the reading comprehension. 
3. Formulation of the problem 
The research Found some result that was presented by the major 
objectives where it had been focused on the research to know the 
students` interest at Senior High School 2 Siak Hulu with following 
questions: 
a. How was students` interest in reading comprehension at the 
students of Senior High School 2 Siak Hulu? 
b. What factor influences students’ interest in reading comprehension 
at Senior High School 2 Siak Hulu? 
C. The Objectives and Significance of the Research 
1. The Objectives of the Research 
a. To know the Students’ Interest in reading comprehension on 
eleventh-grade students at Senior High School 2 Siak Hulu. 
b. To find the causes that influence students interest in reading 





2. The Significance of the Research 
a. Research was hopefully contributing to the writers as a researcher 
in term of learning as novice. 
b. To add references for other next researcher having the same 
problem of the writer. 
D. Reason for choosing the Title. 
There are some reasons why the writer was interested to carry out 
this topic, as follows: 
1. This title was not investigated yet by the other researcher. 
2. This title was relevant to what the writer needs when the writer 
does teaching practice at this school. 
3. The school and English teacher facilitates the writer for 
conducting this research. 
E. Definition of The Term 
To avoid misunderstanding and mis interpreting in writing this 
proposal, it was necessary for the researcher to explain the terms used in 
the study. They were defined as follows:  
1. Analysis 
Richard and Schmidt (2010, p. 250) states that analyses is a 
statistical procedural to control the effect of one or more variables by 





2. Students Interest 
The primary influence on their career goals and course choice to 
develop something they liked and improve the ability they had. 
3. Reading Comprehension 
There are a lot of definitions of Reading. Tarigan (2008, p. 7) 
States that reading is a process carried out and used by a reader to acquire 
message which is conveyed by a writer through word could be seen and 
know by reader. Reading comprehension is the process of understanding 
the message that the author is trying to convey. It is clear, in reading 





REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
A. Theoretical Framework 
1. Reading Interests 
a. Definition 
Reading interest is students’ willingness to comprehend the 
word by word and the idea that is contained in written text. 
(Tampubolon, 1990) states that reading interest is students’ pleasure to 
understand the word and catch the main idea from the written text.  
Like the related terms with reading habits and reading 
motivation, the term of reading interests has the appearance of a stable 
trait. Reading interest refers to an individual interest in doing reading 
itself, as measured by the amount of reading actually done. What a 
readers’ want to read as expressed by a list of topics, subject areas of 
genres that the reader reads by preference. Sometimes, it refers to as 
interesting factors that engage a particular reader with a text. 
According  to  Mckool  (2007,  p.  111),  reading interest  is  defined  
as  readings  done  when  students  are  outside  the school  compound. 
Miranda  et  al  (2011,  p.81)  said  that  high  reading  interest  is 
usually   reflected   in   positive   reading   attitudes,   such   as   having 
willingness  to  comprehend  words  and  ideas  in  the  reading  
passages and perceiving reading as pleasant activity. Similarly  with 
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Hidi  and  Renniger  (2006,  p.  111) who said  that there  are  two  
parts of interest, they are: Individual (Personal) interest and    
situational    interest. Individual (Personal) Interest is a predisposition   
of   individual   characteristic   and   relatively   stable. Individual  
interest  involves knowledge,  positive  affect, value,  and develops  
slowly  over  time,  and  affected  by  repeated  experiences  of 
situational  interest.  Individual interest  also  refers  to  specific  topic, 
object or activity, such as interest in reading, interest in sport, interest 
in specific subject and others. Besides, situational interest is an interest 
fostered  by  conditions  or  environmental  factors. 
b. The concept of reading interest 
Basically, interest is very needed in everything, moreover in 
learning process. In the process of learning, interest will influence the 
students to follow teaching and learning activity. Interest will make the 
students pay attention to the teacher, if the students pay attention it 
means the students has a positive response. Positive response helps 
teachers and students in trasferring knowledge in learning process. 
There are some types of interest as follows: 
1) Personal Interest 
Personal interest is more stable personal disposition toward 
a specific topic. It is the individual interest that students bring to 
the classroom such as space exploration, which is based on a deep 
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level of knowledge. Personal interest is assumed to be directed 
toward specific activity or topic. For example: particular interest in 
sport, science, music, dance and computer. 
2) Situational Interest 
Situational interest is more temporary and specific situation 
of attention to a topic. It is more contextual dependent or specific 
than personal interest. It results from some instructional activity 
used inthe classroom that triggers an interest. Situational interest 
can be increased by the use of interesting texts, media, 
presentation, and the like. It may trigger the students’ interest in a 
topic or activity leading to personal interest. Therefore, situational 
interest is asserted to be more important for the classroom because 
teachers have some control over this than on the personal interests 
students bring with them. 
According to Novieta (2015. p.19) there are some 
characteristic from students that have good interest in reading as 
follow: 
1. Have a willingness to read 
2. Always reading in their space time 
3. Make reading as a necessity 
4. Reading continuously 
5. Reading with pleasure 
11 
 
According to Fadliyatis (2015, p.14) mentioned the indicator of 
students’ reading interest as follow: 
1. Feeling pleasure while reading 
2. Concentration of attention in reading 
3. The use of time in reading 
4. The motivation to read 
5. Emotion in reading 
6. Attempt to read 
c. The Factors  
According to Hafni (1981, p.2-3), the factors that influence 
reading ability can be classified into two factors. It is Extrinsic factor 
and Intrinsic factors. Students’ interest is one part of intrinsic factor 
after language competence, motivation and reading skill. 
Poor reading or reading failure may be caused by lack of 
interest. Reading interest is a feeling that accompanies or causes 
special attention to reading. The student may read actively if they are 
interested in reading. Interest is the set of attending, the tendency to 
give selective attention to something. The students who are interested 
in reading are those who satisfy the basic needs of personal adequacy 
or self-esteem, esteem of others, curiosity, or success. 
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Crawley and Mountain (1995) identify six factors that 
influenced the development of students’ interests. These factors are 
follows: 
1) Previous Experience 
Students may not develop their interest toward something 
new that they have never been experienced.  
2) Self-Concept 
Students may reject information that feels threatened. 
Otherwise the student may receive it if it is felt useful and 
help them to improve their skill. 
3) Values 
Student interest arises if a subject is presented by an 
authoritative people.  
4) Understandable Subject 
Information that is easily understood by students may 
attract their interest. 
5) The Level of Pressure Involvement 
If students feel that they have some rate options and is less 
pressure, their reading interest may be higher. 
6) The Complexity of subject material 
Students who are better intellectually and psychologically 
flexible are more attracted to something more complex. 
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Mckool (2007, p.111) states that in reading interest there are 
two parts of interest, they are: individual/personal interest and 
situational interest. Individual interest is a predisposition of individual 
characteristic and relatively stable. Individual interest involved 
knowledge, positive affect value, develop slowly overtime, and 
affected by repeated experienced of situational interest. In second part 
of interest is situational interest. Situational interest is an interest 
fostered by conditions or environmental factors. In the other words, 
situational interest is a reaction to the environmental input. 
According to (Walgito, 1981) someone who has an interest is 
indicated by some characteristics such as there is a soul tendency 
toward something observed and studied, there is a sense of enthusiasm 
or interest and attention to something has been observed or 
encountered, the existence of a sense of satisfaction, happy and love to 
what being faced is, there is a need for what is observed and learned 
and the last, it has the purpose toward something observed and learned. 
Considering the theories described above, the researcher 
assumed that reading interest has an important and special place in the 
reading comprehension. Therefore, the researcher is interested in 





2. Reading Comprehension 
a. Definition 
Many experts have given their definition about what reading 
really means. Reading is very important skill that the students must be 
mastered because the reading cannot be separated in the process of 
teaching and learning. Reading is the most important activity in any 
class, not only as a source of information, but also as a means of 
consolidating and extending an idea and knowledge of language . 
According to Nunan (2003, p. 68), reading is a fluent process of 
readers combining information from a text and their own background 
knowledge to build meaning. Mikulecky (2011, p. 5) states that 
reading is a complex conscious and unconscious mental process in 
which the reader uses a variety of strategies to reconstruct the meaning 
that the author is assumed to have intended, based on the data from the 
text and from the reader’s prior knowledge. Reading is an active skill. 
It constantly involves guessing, predicting, checking, and asking 
oneself questions. Grabe (2009, p. 14) states that reading is centrally a 
comprehending process. Danny Brassel et.al (2008, P. 15) states that 
reading refers to the ability to comprehend or make meaning from a 
written text. Laura (2004, p. 272) explain that comprehension is a 
process in which readers construct meaning by interacting with text 
through the combination of prior knowledge and previous experience, 
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information in the text, and the stance the reader takes in relationship 
to the text. 
According to Syafi’ie (1999, p. 33), Reading comprehension is 
a process and activity that involves three things. Prior knowledge, 
knowledge of the text structure and active search for information. Prior 
knowledge was a memory for some knowledge about the world that 
was saved as schematic frame in physical structure. The frame of 
knowledge was constructed by a kind of slots that was ready to fill 
with such knowledge and new information. At the end he said that 
reading is definitely a process to comprehend the meanind of written 
text. This process happens with matching and relates the prior 
knowledge to certain information in the written text then constructs the 
comprehension. 
From the definition above, the writer comes to the summary 
that reading comprehension is process to understand the massage 
available in the text. In other words, and process of getting meaning 
intended by the author from printed or written information. During the 
process, the reader combines his language skills and knowledge of the 
real world to grasp the meaning. 
b. The Importance of Reading 
Reading is an active and interactive activity to reproduce the 
word mentally, vocally and try to understand the content of reading 
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text. It is important to bear in mind that reading is not un-variant skill 
which correspond to the different purposes we have for reading. 
Reading also something crucial indispensable. We can increase our 
knowledge about science, technology, and easy way to get much 
information that is useful for us. Reading is main skill to reach a 
successful study. Students who only confine in what their teacher gives 
in the class without having an effort to read much reference will not 
pass in the time and success. More reading means more knowledge.  
According to Grellet (2004, p. 7) reading is a constant process 
of guessing, and what one brings to the next is often more important 
than what one finds in it. In reading, the students should be taught to 
use what they know to understand unknown elements, whether these 
are ideas or simple words. 
Cline et.al (2006, p. 2) states that reading is decoding and 
understanding written texts. Decoding requires translating the symbols 
of writing system into the spoken words which they represent. 
Understanding is determined by the purposes for reading, the context, 
the nature of the text, and the reader`s strategies and knowledge. 
(Anderson, 1972) states that reading comprehension has some 
purposes and reasons. It can be seen as follow: 
a) Reading for detail or fact 
b) Reading for main ideas 
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c) Reading for sequence or organization 
d) Reading for inference 
e) Reading to classify 
f) Reading to evaluate 
g) Reading to compare or contrast 
From those reasons, it can be conclude that reading 
comprehension is important to obtain the purposes of reading. Besides, 
reading is one of ways to learn the world and get information then 
students can improve their knowledge 
3. How to learn reading 
Reading is not a natural process, it`s a complex one that need 
some proper treatments such as methods, techniques and strategies. 
There are some component to successfully learn how to read. They are 
Phonemic awareness, Phonics, vocabulary, fluency and reading 
comprehension. It`s important to find the way to access those core 
skills in reading. At last, we try to describe some technique to teaching 
reading. 
a. Technique of teaching reading 
Reading process has some techniques in learning and teaching 
reading. It can help students to develop their reading comprehension. 
We can start by asking students to think and talk about how they read 
in their native language and then allow students to practice by using 
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reading material. The reading becomes more effective when we 
explain them how to use strategies before, during and after reading. 
The strategies that can help students more quickly include previewing, 
predicting, skimming, and scanning and paraphrasing. 
1) Previewing 
Reviewing title, section headings and photo caption to 
get a sense of the structure and content of reading 
selection. 
2) Predicting 
Using knowledge of the subject matter to make 
predictions about content and vocabulary and check 
comprehension. 
3) Skimming and scanning 
Using a quick survey of the text to get the main idea, 
identifying text structure, conform or question 
predictions. 
4) Paraphrasing 
Stopping at the end of a section to check 
comprehension by restating the information and ideas in 
the text. 
Various teaching techniques also help teacher convey the 
essence of the material taught and guide students to knowing. The 
writer found techniques used by teachers in teaching reading. Reading 
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aloud, KWLH Technique. Reading aloud technique trains students to 
read aloud so they can correct the pronunciation and grammar. KWLH 
Technique is used by teacher to explain the descriptive text and make 
students actively thinking for reading. 
b. Method of assessing reading 
Reading ability was very difficult to access accurately. In 
communicative competence model, students` reading level was 
measured by students score in assessment. Method to assess the 
reading comprehension can be comprehension questions. Teachers 
often use comprehension questions to test whether students have 
understood what they have read. These questions must be coordinated 
with the purpose of reading. If the purpose was to find the specific 
information, comprehension questions should focus on that 
information. Teaching reading comprehension is an active process of 
constructing meaning. not skill application. The act of constructing 
meaning is interactive, strategic, and adaptable. 
B. Relevant Research 
According to (Syafi'i, 2015) require observing some previous 
researches conducted by other researchers in which they are relevant to our 
research itself. On the words, the researcher has to inform the designs, 
findings, and conclusions of the previous research. There are five relevant 
researches which had relevancies 
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 with this research. There are: A research conducted by Siti 
Masithoh (2016) A research entitled “improving student’s reading 
comprehension in narrative text at the ninth grade students of mtsn 1 
ngemplak boyolali by using picture  stories”.Therefore the study only 
focuses on improving    student’s reading comprehension. the teacher 
chose picture-stories for  comprehending texts as one of the  techniques to 
improve in the  teaching and learning of reading narrative texts. The result 
of the  were as follows, amean score pre-test was 56,4 and mean score of 
post-test I was 72,5, so there was improvement 16,1. Besides, the mean  
score of post-test II was 74,6 so the improvement from pre-test and post-
test II was 18,2. 
A research by Aminah (2017) entitled An Analysis of Students’  
Difficulties in Reading Comprehension  on Narrative Text at The  Second 
Grade of MA Sholatiyah –Serang District. Therefore the study  focused on 
how many percentages of students’ difficulties are made by the students in 
reading comprehension of narrative text. The data  analyzed by using 
qualitative analysis. The result of this research  showed there were some 
difficulties that the students still foundin reading comprehension of 
narrative text. The finding that the students’ difficulties were at highest 
level, namely Critical Comprehension that  was 40.77%. It causes in this 




A research was conducted by Syakira (2017) entitled analysis of 
the students‟ reading comprehension in comprehending descriptive text at 
eight grade of SMPN1 Kota Sungai Penuh. The researcher focused on 
descriptive research which one variable. In this research, the writer  used 
cluster sampling technique and one of the two classes would  become the 
sample. In collecting the data, the writer asked the  students to answer the 
question in 60 minutes. The form of the test  was multiple choice and 
found specific information from the text, by the result of this research, the 
students‟ reading comprehension in  comprehending descriptive text at 
eight grade of SMPN 1 Kota Sungai Penuh was low. Meanwhile, only one 
student got A (excellent), one student  got B+(  very  good), three students 
got B(good), 1 student got C(  enough), six students got C(  average), two  
students got D(poor), and there were most of them or seven students got 
E(fail). 
A research  was  conducted by Kartawijaya (2016) entitled analysis 
of the students reading comprehension in comprehending descriptive text. 
Based on this research, the aim of the research was to analyze students‟ 
ability in comprehending descriptive text at grade VIII of SMPN 1 kota 
Sungai Penuh academic year 2016/2017. The population of this research 
was student at VIIIof SMPN 1 kota Sungai Penuh. The sample was taken 
by using cluster sampling technique. The data of this study were students‟ 
ability in comprehending descriptive text. It was focused in generic 
structure and specific information. The  data was collected by using 
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reading test. To  know the validity  and  reliability of the test, the writer 
used pearson product moment and  spearman-brown formula. It was found 
that the reliability of the test  was high correlation (0.61). the result of the 
data showed that the students‟ reading ability in comprehending the 
descriptive text was low. It could be seen from the data, the majority of the 
students  got  high score was 4.76%, and the total of low score was 
33.33% 
And tha last Febriana, Istianah, and Sukmaantara (2014) on 
reading comprehension of descriptive text. It found that students reading  
comprehension ability of descriptive texts covering word comprehension, 
sentence comprehension, paragraph comprehension and text 
comprehension were showed the highest percentage of four indicators was  
word comprehension with the percentage 83.08% which belonged to  the 
very good category and the lowest percentage was the text  comprehension 
with the percentage 57.89% that was classified as poor category. 
C. Operational Concept 
Operational concept is the concept which be used to avoid 
misunderstanding and misinterpreting in scientific study. (Syafi'i, 2015, p. 
103) has said operational concept were derived from related theoretical 
concepts on all of the variables that should be practically and empirically 
operated in an academic writing-research paper. In this case the writer 
focused on students interest in reading comprehension. There were two 
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indicators of reading interest based on theory of Hidi and Renniger (2006, 
p. 111) Individual/Personal Interest and Situational Interest. To determine 
students reading comprehend could be indicated by some aspect such as 
students’ statements for fourteen questions which describe Students’ 
condition. Seven questions to measure student’s individual interest and 
seven questions to measure students situational interest. Novieta (2015, 
p.20) states that students’ individual interest characteristics was indicated 
as follow. 
1. Willingness to read 
2. Reading habit 
3. Reading with purpose 
4. Engagement in reading 
5. Frequency of reading 
Students’ situational interest characteristics could be indicated as follow: 
1. Reading compared to other activities 
2. Benefits of reading 
3. Repetition in reading when dealing with reading difficulty 
4. Theme or topic of reading materials 
5. The willingness to make time for reading 
6. Note-taking of important ideas from reading to broaden 
knowledge 




METHOD OF THE RESEARCH  
A. Research Design 
This research was a descriptive design. Consist of one variable that 
was student`s interest in reading comprehension at the Senior High School 2 
Siak Hulu. According to (Tavakoli, 2012, p. 160) descriptive research is an 
investigation that provides a picture of a phenomenon as it naturally occurs, 
as opposed to studying the impacts of the phenomenon or intervention. 
Descriptive research attempts to looks at individuals, groups, institutions, 
methods, and materials in order to describe, compare, contrast, classify, 
analyze, and interpret the entities and the events that constitute their various 
fields of inquiry. It was concerned with conditions or relationships that 
exist; practices that prevail; beliefs, points of views, or attitudes that are 
held; processes that are going on; effects that are being felt; or trends that 
are developing. At times, descriptive research is concerned with how what is 
or what exists is related to some preceding event that has influenced or 
affected a present condition or event.  
B. Time and Location of the Research 
This research had been conducted on December 2020 at the 
eleventh grade of Senior High School 2 Siak Hulu. It is located on Jl. 




C. Subject and Object of the Research 
The subjects of this research were the eleventh-grade students of 
Senior High School 2 Siak Hulu and the object of the research was 
student’s interest in reading comprehension. 
D. Population and Sample of the Research 
1. Population of the Research 
Population was group of subjects that get the data (Syafi’i, 
p.115). As (Creswell, 2008) points out that the population is the entire 
subject of research. The population of the students at eleventh grade of 
Senior High School 2 Siak Hulu as follows: 
Table III.1 
The Population of Eleventh Grade  Students 
No Class Male Female Population 
1 XI Science 1 15 17 32 
2 XI Science 2 14 20 34 
3 XI Science 3 15 17 32 
4 XI Science 4 8 23 31 
5 XI Science 5 9 22 31 
6 XI Science 6 13 18 31 
7 XI Social 1 20 12 32 
8 XI Social 2 15 15 30 
9 XI Social 3  22 9 31 
10 XI Social 4 19 12 31 
11 XI Social 5 13 17 30 
 Total   345 
The writer took one class by using cluster random sampling because the 
population was too large. 
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2. Sample of the Research 
Sample is a collection of sampling units or subset population 
elements that will be analyzed. In this case, the researcher will use will 
use cluster random sampling. (Fraenkel, Wallen, & Hyun, 2012)says 
that the selection of groups, or cluster, of subject rather than 
individuals known as cluster random sampling. The advantages of 
cluster random sampling are that is can be used when it is difficult or 
impossible to select random sample of individuals, it is often easier to 
implement in schools, and it is frequently less time-consuming. In this 
research writer had choose one of the eleven classes of the eleventh 
grade of the Senior High School 2 Siak Hulu as the sample of this 
research and the class was XI. 3 
E. Technique of Collecting Data 
1. Technique of Data Collection 
To get the additional data, the researcher also distributed 
questionnaire for students. Questionnaire was the list of questions 
which was given to the students to get their responses. Consequently, 
researcher will use close-ended question namely Likert Scale to 
construct the questionnaire. Divide to Always, Often, Sometimes, and 
Never. It contains 14 items to find out students’ perception about their 





The Blueprint of Students Interest in Reading Comprehension 
 Indicators Number of Questions Total 
Individual/ Personal Interest 1, 3, 4, 9, 10, 11, 12 7 
Situational Interest 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 13, 14 7 
Total   14 
  
Table III.3 
Likert Scale for Students Interest in Comprehension Questionnaire 







Tha Classification of Students Interest in Comprehension Score 
 The Range of Score Level Score 
 81% - 100% Very High 
 61% - 80% High 
 41% - 60% High Enough 
 21% - 40% Low 
 0% - 20% Very Low 
 Ridhuwan (2011, p.41) 
Adopted from Noortyani (2018, p.212-213), The 
Questionnaire consisted of 14 items which had four options Likert-
Scale, namely Always, Often, Sometimes and Never. The items 
covered the willingness to read, indication of reading habit, reading 
with pleasure, reading compared to other activities, benefit of reading, 
engagement in reading, repetition in reading when dealing with 
reading difficulty, frequency of reading, theme or topic of reading 
materials, the willingness to make time for reading, note-taking of 
important ideas from reading to broaden knowledge and library visit. 
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The Questionnaire also consists of two part of interest. They were 
individual interest and situational interest. 
The classification of the students’ level consists to 5 ranges of 
score. The range of 81% - 100% is classified as very high level score, 
the range of 61% - 80% is classified as high level score, the range of 
41% - 60% is classified as high enough level score, the range of 21% - 
40% is classified as low level score and the range of 0% - 20% is 
classified as very low level score. 
F. Technique of Analyzing Data 
After having the result of questionnaire, the researcher analyzed 
Student’s interest. In order to analyze the result, the researcher used 
statistical formula. 
   
 
 
      
P = Percentage 
F = Frequency 
N = Number of sample 
100% = Constants value 
The data had been analyzed using descriptive analysis to find out the highest, 




CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
A. Conclusion 
In this chapter, the writer would like to find out the final result of 
student’ interest in reading comprehension and describe the level of factors 
that influence students’ interest.  
The result was obtained by students’s statements of the 
questionnaire. The questionnaire was consisted of statements that will 
classify the students’ interest level. Moreover, the statements also showed 
the factors which influence students’ interest in reading comprehension. 
The questionnaire was adapted by Noortyani (2018). 
After analyzing the data, the result showed that most of students 
admitted that they were getting interest in reading comprehension in 
certain condition. From the data we had seen that: 
1. The students’ interest in reading comprehension was categorized 
into High level at score 64.88. 
2. The students’ interest in reading comprehension personally was 
categorized into High Enough level at score 56.55. And the 
students’ interest in reading comprehension situationally was 
categorized into High level at score 73.21. The students’ interest 
situation was higher than the students’ interest in personally. So, 
situational interest was the factor which was influenced 




1. For the teacher 
After considering the result of students’ interest in reading. The 
writer suggests the teacher to apply an interesting method in teaching 
reading and place the students in the situation that has possibility to 
increase their motivation. Thus, the students could comprehend the 
reading without any pressure and they can learn with pleasure. 
2. For the students 
Who feel or experienced to comprehend the reading without 
pleasure, hopefully to be more interested and should be pay more 
attention on the reading material. Be more confident and the 
motivation would increase personally. 
3. For other researcher 
These may relate to findings that you did not anticipate. These also 
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Tha Classification of Students Interest in Comprehension Score 
 The Range of Score Level Score 
 81% - 100% Very High 
 61% - 80% High 
 41% - 60% High Enough 
 21% - 40% Low 
 0% - 20% Very Low 
     Ridhuwan 
(2011, p.41) 
  
Questionnaires of Reading Interest 
School  : 
Name  : 
Class  : 
Give the mark (√) in the column which represents yourself during reading experiences! 
No. Item 
Response 
Always Often Sometimes Never 
1. Do you have willingness and motivation to 
read? 
    
2. If you get reading task, do you do it with 
pleasure? 
    
3. Are you accustomed to reading books in college 
and at home? 
    
4. If you have the options between reading or other 
activities (such as watching TV or playing), will 
you choose reading? 
    
5. 
Do you feel the benefits of reading? 
    
6. Do you think the books/reading materials you 
read have influence on your behavior and 
attitude? 
    
7. When reading, do you try to get the gist or the 
ideas in the reading materials? 
    
8. When you find difficulty in comprehending the 
materials, do you repeat the reading? 
    
9. 
Do you have reading activity every day? 
    
10. Do you make time to read articles or shorts 
stories on the wall magazine of your School? 
    
11. 
Do you make special time for reading? 
    
12. 
Do you try to read wherever you are? 
    
13. Do you take note important points from the 
materials you read to broaden your knowledge? 
    
14. Do you visit library to access books or others 
reading materials? 
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